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Abstract 

Generally there are two ultrasound beam scanning methods for phased array (PA) detection: linear 

scan[1] and sector scan[1]. In order to follow the technique, process and standard of conventional 

ultrasonic flaw detection[2][3], usually for vertical detection, longitudinal wave linear scan is adopted 

for simulating longitudinal wave probe scanning; while for tilt detection, transverse wave sector scan 

is used for simulating transverse wave probe scanning. However, when performing tilt detection, an 

angled wedge is required for conversion to transverse wave, which results in quite a lot of issues. To 

avoid such issues, longitudinal wave tilt detection for PA tilt testing was experimented, and a test 

report is followed.  
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1. Introduction 

Phased array detection method can display defects in images. Flaw position, height and confirmed size 

can also be obtained. So the phased array technology becomes popular rapidly. To know the shape of 

flaw, ultrasound beams are required to be correctly scanned in the tested material. So array probes 

need to be properly designed and ultrasound beams need to be effectively controlled[1]. 

This paper will explore how to perform longitudinal wave tilt detection and make use of ultrasound 

beam-forming technology without using the angled wedge. That is the results from longitudinal wave 

sector scan and longitudinal wave linear scan experiments on each type of test block.  
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2. Angled Wedge Phased Array Transverse Wave Tilt Detection  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 PA transverse and longitudinal wave tilt detection 

 

Fig. 1 is the beam scan drawing to project ultrasound beam to the tested material by using transverse 

and longitudinal wave tilt method. 

The same to conventional A scan tilt detection. With angled-wedge transverse wave tilt, the transverse 

wave beams are transmitted to the tested material. So it would change from longitudinal wave to 

transverse wave on the interface between the angled-wedge and the tested material, and follows the 

relation that the incident angle bigger than the critical angle to make sure that only transverse wave 

can be transmitted to the tested material.  

And longitudinal wave tilt detection method is to directly transmit the longitudinal wave from the 

array elements to the tested material[2][3].  

Fig. 2 is an example that uses polystyrene as the angled wedge (longitudinal wave velocity  

C１L=2337mm/sec), steel (longitudinal wave velocity C2 L =5920mm/sec) as the tested material, and 

show the relation between the incidence angle on the interface of the angled wedge and the tested 

material and the wave form produced in the tested material. More importantly, when ultrasound 

incident from the angled wedge to steel and the longitudinal wave critical angle is below 23.26°, 

transverse wave and unnecessary longitudinal wave both exist. Echo of the longitudinal wave will 

become longitudinal wave artifact (fake echo) and produce flaw echo which should not have existed. 

 

PA transverse wave tilt scan  PA longitudinal wave tilt scan 

Probe 

Angled Wedge 



 
 

Fig 2 Relation between incidence and refraction angles 

As Fig. 2 shows, when longitudinal wave incidence angle is the critical angle 23.26°, transverse 

refraction angle is 33.19°, which proves that scan start angle of PA transverse wave tilt detection 

should be above 35°, so as to eliminate the impact due to longitudinal wave artifact.  

 

3. Longitudinal Wave Artifact  

Fig 3 shows the test block A with φ2mm SDH (side drilled hole) radial arrangement at the interval of 

10° on radius 50mm, and 2mm SDH at the interval of 10 mm. in linear arrangement.  

 

Fig. 3 Test block A 

Longitudinal wave critical angle (°) 
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Longitudinal wave critical angle: 23.26° 
Transverse wave critical angle: 46.17° 

23.26° 

33.19° 



 

 (a) PA longitudinal wave tilt scan      (b) PA transverse wave tilt scan 

Fig. 4 Longitudinal wave artifact from PA longitudinal wave tilt scan  

Fig. 4 (a), (b) show images from detection on φ2mm SDHs in linear arrangement with an array probe 

(2.5MHz, 32 elements, pitch P=0.5mm) plus a removable angled wedge. One of them adopts PA 

longitudinal wave tilt scan method and the other PA transverse wave tilt scan method.  

When using the angled wedge, as Fig. 4(b) shows, longitudinal wave artifact (fake echo produced by 

longitudinal wave) is closer to the probe than the transverse wave. Besides, because transverse wave 

image is calibrated by transverse wave angle, while refraction angle of longitudinal wave is not the 

same as transverse wave, artifact produced by longitudinal wave is more like another flaw. But 

without using the angled wedge (longitudinal wave tilt scan method) as in Fig. 4, there is no such 

phenomenon.  

 

4. Beam Focusing and Resolution 

Fig 5 (a) and (b) show B mode images obtained by detection along 50mm radius arc of test block in 

Fig. 3. PA longitudinal wave tilt scan and transverse wave tilt scan are adopted.   

The array probes in use are:all 2.5MHz, 32 elements, pitch P=0.5mm array probes, and the wedge 

angle is 36°.  

Longitudinal wave  

artifact 



 

 (a) Longitudinal wave tilt image      (b) Transverse wave tilt image 

Fig. 5 PA tilt testing images 

For transverse wave tilt scan method, the echo is wider than that of longitudinal wave tilt scan method 

and the width direction resolution is not as good as that of longitudinal wave tilt scan method. It is due 

to the nonlinearity change of longitudinal wave and transverse wave at the interface of angled wedge 

and test block and the existence of angled wedge, transverse velocity is shortened within the near field 

of the work piece and beam can not be effectively focused.    

For longitudinal wave tilt scan method, there is no need for mode change, ultrasound beam can be 

directly controlled from the probe face, so the image echo resolution and focusing are better. But if the 

scan angle is bigger than ±45°, correct image can not be obtained without gain compensation as probe 

effective aperture is smaller.  

  

5. PA Longitudinal Wave Tilt Detection Experiment  

5.1 Experiment method  

Experiment method is as below:  

1 PA flaw detector: CTS-602 from SIUI 

2 PA probe:  

Frequency: 5MHz, 4MHz and 2.5MHz 

Element number: 32 and 16 (driving element number can be switched by using PA flaw 

detector) 

Pitch: 0.5 and 1.0mm. 

3 Test block: various test blocks (described with the test results below)  

4 Detection method:  

a) Longitudinal linear scan, longitudinal sector scan (driving element number can be 

switched between 32 and 16). 

b) 32 elements longitudinal PA sector scan (longitudinal PA tilt detection). 

c) Angled-wedge transverse wave PA sector scan (transverse wave PA tilt detection). 



5.2 Longitudinal Wave Linear Scan Experiment  

Fig. 6 shows the test block with many customized φ2mm SDH, and the material is steel (longitudinal 

wave velocity: 5920m/s and transverse wave velocity: 3230m/s) and outside dimension 

100mm×300mm×20mm. 

1 There are SDH at the interval of 3, 4, 5, 10mm at the depth of 70mm. 

2 There are 2 φ5mm SDH at the interval of 5mm at the depth of 30mm in left vertical 

direction. 

3 There areφ5mm SDH at the interval of 3, 4, 5, 10mm at the depth of 30 mm in right side 

vertical direction. There are SDH with the same array arrangement at the depth of 50 and 

70mm.  

In this experiment, use vertical detection for ① and use right/left 30°longitudinal tilt detection for ②, 

③. 

 

 

Fig. 6 Test block B 
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Fig. 7 Longitudinal linear scan image    

① 0° direction scan ②Left tilt 30° scan ③Right tilt 30° scan 

The detection results are as Fig. 7 show. From the results we can see that the SDH at the interval 4mm, 

5mm and 10mm in any direction can be distinguished clearly. In this experiment, the transmission is 

focused at a fixed focus. If the focal distance is adjustable, it can be considered as that flaws at 3mm 

interval at the depth of 70mm can be separated; the resolution with 4mm interval, at 70mm depth is 

3.3 degrees, which is very good.  

 

5.3 Longitudinal Wave Sector Scan Experiment  
Test block B shown in Fig. 9 is equivalent to ASTM “Beam Steering Assessment Block (Constant 

Sound Path)”. There are many φ1mm SDHs with 5° interval at 25mm radius, and many φ2mm SDHs 

with 5° interval at 50mm radius. The SDHs arranged along R (Radius) order are arranged from 0° 

(vertical direction) to 90°.   

Fig. 9 (a) shows the B mode image which is from longitudinal wave sector scan on a φ2mm SDH test 

block B. Fig. 9 (b) shows the detection image which is from angled-wedge transverse wave PA 

detection.   

Angled-wedge PA transverse wave detection is hard for beam-forming, so in the echo width direction, 

that is the beam scan direction, the image is widened in transverse direction.  

But in longitudinal sector scan, if the scan angle is bigger than ±45°, due to the effective aperture of 

the probe is decreased, correct image can not be obtained without gain compensation.  
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Fig. 8 Test block B 

 

(a)                            (b) 

Fig. 9 longitudinal wave sector scan and angle wedge mode transverse wave scan image  

 

5.4 Longitudinal PA Detection Resolution and Image Linearity  
Fig. 10 (a) shows the echo outline (Ws for width, and Wt for length) of detecting φ2mm SDH which is 

based on the hue when the A mode echo height reaches 100% on the image. Fig. 10 (b) shows the 

curve of Ws. -6dB of Ws is about 3.2° which is almost the same as the result in section 5.2. Fig. 10 (c) 

shows the echo area which is multiplied by Ws and Wt (SOD=Ws×Wt). Ws and Wt are measured 

based on the hue when the A mode echo height reaches 100% of the image. Linearity relation is 

basically maintained within the measurement range of 4dB～14dB. This means that B mode image 

can determine the flaw size. But if A scan echo is over Gain 5dB, the gain should be continuously 

adjusted.  



      

 
Fig. 10 Resolution and image linearity of longitudinal PA detection 

 

6. Conclusion  

When using PA angled-wedge transverse wave for detection, its critical angle should be calculated 

based on the angled-wedge and the workpiece material, and make sure the beam which enters the 

tested material is pure transverse wave, so as to eliminate the impact due to longitudinal wave artifact.  

In PA transverse wave detection, because it requires the switch between longitudinal wave and 

transverse wave, and the beam needs to transmit in the angled-wedge for a distance, the distance in 

near field area of the workpiece will be short and the echo will become wider than that of longitudinal 

wave tilt method.  

In PA longitudinal wave detection, its resolution and echo are better than those of transverse wave 

detection. But if the scan angle is bigger than ±45°, the echo of corresponding image will become 

weaker and the resolution will decrease because the effective aperture of the probe becomes smaller. 

Without gain compensation, correct image can not be obtained.  
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